All Members Monthly Meeting

Special Topic Meeting
Integrated climate accounting for the Paris Agreement with Trust Over IP: Introducing the Open Climate platform.

Wednesday, April 20, 2022
10:00-11:00 am PT / 17:00-18:00 UTC
Attendees are reminded to adhere to the meeting agenda and not participate in activities prohibited under antitrust and competition laws.*

Only members of Trust Over IP who have signed the necessary agreements and charters are permitted to participate in this activity beyond an observer role.

* Examples of types of actions that are prohibited at Linux Foundation meetings and in connection with Linux Foundation activities are described in the Linux Foundation Antitrust Policy available at http://www.linuxfoundation.org/antitrust-policy
● Agenda Review (1 min)
● Foundation Wide Announcements (2 min)
● Special Topic -
  Integrated climate accounting for the Paris Agreement with Trust Over IP: Introducing the Open Climate platform.
● Open Discussion
● Agenda Review (1 min)
● Foundation Wide Announcements (2 min)
● Special Topic -
  Integrated climate accounting for the Paris Agreement with Trust Over IP: Introducing the Open Climate platform.
● Open Discussion
April 20th, 2022 - 10am PT / 5pm UTC

Integrated climate accounting for the Paris Agreement with Trust Over IP: Introducing the Open Climate platform.
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Upcoming Events and Speakers

- **IIW** - April 26th - 28th - ToIP sponsored the snack table
- **HXWG** - Guest Speaker - May 5th, 10am PT / 5pm UTC
  How Might we Design Consent Experiences for Data Sharing?
- **EIC** - ToIP Panel discussion on May 11th in Berlin
- May 18th, 2022 - 10am PT / 5pm UTC
  All Members meeting is a Working Group Update Format
- **HXWG** - Guest Speakers May 19th 9.00 PT = 16.00 UTC = 21.30 IST
  AGENCY - Complex harms reduction through co-design of socio-technical systems in FinTech
- Next All Member Special Topic
  June 15th, 2022 - 10am PT / 5pm UTC
  IAM and SSI: A Combined Approach to Digital Identity
Today’s Speakers

Carbon Accounting
with OpenClimate and the Government of British Columbia
at ToIP All Members Meeting
April 20, 2022 at 10am PT | 1pm ET | 5pm UTC
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All Members Working Group Updates

May 18th, 2022 - 10am PT / 5pm UTC
All Members meeting is a Working Group Update Format

➢ Working Group Chairs, please be ready to present and have your slides input by end of day Monday the 16th.
All Members Meeting Special Topic

June 15th, 2022 - 10am PT / 5pm UTC
IAM and SSI: A Combined Approach to Digital Identity
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